Exercises to help improve balance
Information for patients
Why does it sometimes take so long for balance to recover?
There are three mechanisms which control balance:
 the eyes
 the ears
 position receptors in the joints.
The eyes are the most important. When something happens to the balance organ, it provides
the brain with a lop-sided signal. The eyes try to correct this, which is why you feel as if the
world is spinning initially, and later by making it difficult to focus or read. As the ears begin to
improve, so does the vision.
The balance organs in the ears are a bit like the engines on each wing of an aeroplane. As the
pilot, you are used to having both engines running smoothly. If one engine is faulty, it may be
necessary to shut it down. The pilot then has to readjust all the controls to get the aeroplane to
fly straight and level and with only one engine. After damage to the balance in one ear, your
brain has to readjust the controls. The older the person, the more used you are to having both
ears working normally and the harder it is to adjust the controls. The older you are, the more
vital the exercises become. The sooner after the onset of the vertigo that you start the exercises
the better but they will be of use at any stage.
Medication such as “Stemetil” (prochlorperazine) reduces the nausea and vomiting but also
slows down the body’s compensatory mechanisms by fooling it into believing the balance is
better than it really it. Try to reduce and then stop using such medication once the nausea has
ceased.
These balance exercises were first suggested by Sir Terence Cawthorne and F S Cooksey over
half a century ago for people who had undergone surgery which destroyed the balance organ.
They are just as useful for people who have vertigo for other reasons.
The exercises can be started from the first onset of the vertigo but you may well find that you
are several stages down the road to recovery by the time that you receive this leaflet.
Nevertheless, the same general principles apply. This is physiotherapy for your balance. The
balance organ has been damaged and you are trying to strengthen the contributions from the
eyes and the joints as well as getting the maximum out of what remains of the balance organs’
abilities. Even when you do start to make progress there will be a certain amount of ‘two steps
forward, one step backwards’ about the way things go. You will find that when you are tired or
unwell (e.g. a head cold) or under stress then progress will seem non-existent and the balance
may temporarily worsen. Try not to lose heart and persevere.

How should I do the exercises?
Once you are no longer being sick, and the dizziness has started to settle, you can start doing
these exercises. Do each exercise in each ‘stage’ about 10 – 15 times, for about 5 minutes
three times a day. Initially they will make you feel very dizzy, but the more you practice, the
quicker your brain will become used to the damaged signals coming in from your ear, and they
will become easier. Do not move on to the next ‘stage’ of exercises until you can do the earlier
stage without becoming dizzy. However, if the exercises you start with do not make you dizzy
when you are doing them, there is not much point in repeating them so you should move up to
the next stage.
Stage 1: Immediately after the event
The room will be moving, especially when moving your head quickly and you may feel
nauseated. Eye movements and limb movements are as much as you can do at this stage. It
will be too difficult to move the head around.
1. Practice looking up and down, and from side to side and then focusing on objects around the
room. If a partner is available, focus on his/her finger held 3 feet away and follow it as it is
moved slowly side to side in front of you.
2. Move your arms and legs around in the bed without moving your head. Bend the toes up and
down and bend and straighten your knees. The same for your fingers and elbows.
Stage 2: once things have settled enough to allow you to sit up in bed or in a chair
1. Bend the neck forwards and then from side to side. Start slowly but try to increase the speed
so that you can just maintain the vision without any spinning occurring. Repeat this with both
eyes open and shut.
Stage 3: Head and body movements once you are no longer confined to bed
Do these exercises whilst sitting
1. Pass an object e.g. a ball widely from hand to hand.
2. Pass the ball under each knee in turn.
3. Try juggling the ball by throwing about a foot into the air and then catching it again. It is
important to relax between movements to regain composure.
Stage 4: standing exercises
Once you feel able to stand unaided you may feel that you are tending to fall to one side unless
you make an effort to stop it. Have somebody with you at first to support you, just in case.
1. Try to stand still first with your eyes open and then shut (it will be more difficult with them
closed).
2. Once you can stand without help try walking up and down on the spot (like a soldier marking
time) holding on to the bed.
3. Once you have mastered this try doing the same thing with just a finger on a table to support
you.
4. Then try marching on the spot and just tapping the top of the table.

5. March on the spot without holding anything (have someone with you the first time).
6. Try standing on a cushion, first with eyes open and then with them closed (this is more
difficult than standing on a hard floor)
7. Try turning round completely, first with your eyes open and then with them shut (have
someone with you first time).

Stage 5: Walking exercises
1. Walk up and down the room holding on to the wall first if need be.
2. Find a mark on a wall about 12 feet away. Walk up to it and touch it with your finger.
3. (Supervised at first) walk toward the mark on the wall with your eyes closed, judging the
distance and direction. Line it up first by pointing your arm at the mark as if you were holding a
gun. Note by how much you miss the mark. Repeat the exercise and make a real effort to get
closer to the mark.
These exercises will tire you out at first. It is important to remember this. You will have days
when you seem to make no progress at all. It is important not to let this get you down.
Stage 6: initial outdoor exercises
1. Walk outdoors with a companion at first. Initially a stick might give you a bit of extra
confidence. It will be easier on a quiet street. Lots of movement around you e.g. traffic or
crowds may be a bit overwhelming at first. Just walk up and down the street.
2. Try to lengthen the walks each day.
Stage 7: intermediate outdoor exercises
1. Try to find a local park or other flattish open countryside. Try to look at the trees etc while you
are walking.
2. If you are near a sandy beach, try walking on this. The soft sand minimises the help that you
get from your joint position receptors and makes your eyes and ears work harder. A deep pile
carpet will have the same effect.
3. Try the same with your eyes closed (have a partner with you the first time).
4. Walk 50 yards on the beach with your eyes closed toward a particular spot. If you do not live
near a sandy beach be careful not to do this over rough ground. See how close you were to the
spot you had picked and how straight a line you managed.

Sports
Certain sports can be very helpful. Swimming helps with neck movement and co-ordination. Golf
and bowls are excellent sports for regaining the balance. For the more adventurous, try jogging
and aerobics.

Neck Exercises
People often find that their neck stiffens up after a balance problem, because they don’t want to
move it too much in case it makes them dizzier. So you may find these exercises useful in
addition to the ones above:
1. Bend your head forwards, then backwards.
2. Look to each side, turning your head to each side.
3. Tilt your head to each side (putting your ear towards your shoulder).
These do not need to be done fast, but do repeat them.

By the end of these exercise your balance should be a lot better than it was. However, keep this
leaflet because you may find you need to do the exercises again in the future, for example if
your balance temporarily worsens after a cold, times of stress or other illnesses. If your balance
has not improved at all, or is worsening, please contact the planned care department for
another clinic appointment on  01622 228218, or your GP.

MTW NHS Trust is committed to making its patient information accessible in a range of languages and
formats. If you need this leaflet in another language or format please ask one of your clinical care team or
the Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS). We will do our best to arrange this.
Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust welcomes all forms of feedback from our service users. If the standard
of service you have received from the Trust does not meet your expectations, we want to hear from you. Please
speak with the ward manager or the nurse in charge in the first instance, or you can contact the Patient Advice
and Liaison Service (PALS) on:
Telephone:

 01622 224960 or  01892 632953

Email:

mtw-tr.palsoffice@nhs.net

or visit their office at either Maidstone or Tunbridge Wells Hospital between 9.00am and 5.00pm, Monday to
Friday.
You can be confident that your care will not be affected by highlighting any areas of concern or making a
complaint. The Trust will retain a record of your contact, which is held separately to any medical records. If you
are acting on behalf of a patient, we may need to obtain the patient’s consent in order to protect patient
confidentiality. More information on PALS or making a complaint can be found on the Trust’s
website: www.mtw.nhs.uk or pick up a leaflet from main reception.
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